WHITE KNUCKLE RIDE
AN INTRODUCTION TO DYN AMICS

PREAMBLE
The original version of ‘White Knuckle Ride’ is run as a Laboratory Group Research Project,
undertaken by students in small groups. There are four laboratory sessions of 3 hours each
as well as two facilitated workshops. For each of the workshops there is set question for
class discussion, that are marked at the workshops. These workshop questions are
designed to support the practical work by providing ideas and relevant theory. Most of the
required theory can be found in any undergraduate physics text book.
This version of the problem has been adapted as a purely theoretical exercise as an
introduction to dynamics.
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INTENDED LEARNING OUTCOMES
By the end of the module students should be able to:





Distinguish between static, kinetic and rolling friction
Set up and analyse equations of motion in linear and circular motion, using
approximations where appropriate
Use kinetic and potential energies
Calculate work done through friction
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READING LIST
The reading list is that provided for the original module. Other equivalent textbooks are
available.
READY TO STUDY


Breithhaupt, J., Physics. Palgrave Foundations.
ESSENTIAL



Tipler, P.A., Physics for Scientists and Engineers. Freeman.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Memo:
Chypsis Toys Ltd
Our marketing department see a niche for a gravity powered roller-coaster toy of some sort:
nothing too complicated – just a straight track for example. In order to convince potential
investors we need some good calculations as to what can be done. We’ve had some
prototypes of the cart put together, but I don’t want to bend any tracks until after I’ve seen
your report and we’ve some idea of what would work. What are the sources of friction? What
heights do you think we can use for successive humps? How many humps should we have?
I don’t think the friction on these rails is particularly low; would it be better if we used a Teflon
coating? Would your results scale if we were to decide to produce a suite of toys? At this
stage I’m not interested in cosmetic aspects – we’ll get the design guys to deal with that.
I’ll need a formal report from you with your results.

Roberta

SUGGESTED DELIVERABLE
Individual Report
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QUESTIONS FOR CLASS DISCUSSION
1. Does the box tumble or slide?
List the assumptions you make.

2. If the frictional force is assumed to be independent of velocity show that the effective
acceleration of a block on a plane inclined at an angle  to the horizontal with coefficient of
friction µ is g(sin  - µ cos ).
R
µR


mg
3. (a) Show that the equation of motion for the speed v of a body of mass m rolling down a
plane inclined at angle  to the horizontal under a frictional force of the form Ffric = -mrv with r
a constant is
dv
 rv  g sin 
dt

(1)

(b) Confirm (by substitution in (1) or otherwise) that a solution of the equation is
v



g sin
1  e rt
r



(c) By expanding the exponential as a power series show that

v  g sin  (t  rt 2 / 2)
to first order in r, and hence, by integrating, that the distance traveled down the slope in time
t is approximately

s

g t 2 rg t 3

2
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where g   g sin .
(d) Verify (by substitution for v or otherwise) that to this order
s

v2
rv 3

2 g  3g  2

(e) How could you use the results in (c) and (d) to investigate the applicability of this form for
the friction in your experiments?
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4. Show that the work done by rolling friction of the form Ffric = -mrv from rest to a speed v is

mrv3
3g 
5. Assuming that the carts are not attached to the rails, does the g-force on the riders limit
the diameter of a circular track in a fairground ride?

v

R

u
The model

The ride

6. What effect would a teflon coating have on the design of the toy track for Chypsis?
7. Can you scale the model (up or down i.e. multiply all lengths by a constant factor, all
masses by a factor and so on)? To answer this, show that if the frictional force is rv,
independent of mass, with r a constant then (to first order in r) the ratio of successive heights
h2/h1 is
h1 

r
(2 gh1 )3 / 2
3gg ' m
.
h1

Show that this is independent of the scale provided that the mass of the cart is proportional
to h11/2. [Hint: consider the work done and use question 4 ]
Can the ride be scaled at all if the friction is mrv? Is air resistance important in full scale
rides?
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